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ABSTRACT 
 
 This thesis aims to chronicle the origins of The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company, owned 
and operated by Kansas City area couple Harvey and Linda Williams. The primary focus will be 
on the works produced by The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company, their involvement in the 
community and the people they have employed. The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company has made 
a worthy contribution to the Kansas City theatre community, by producing new works through 
the use of local artists and playwrights, diverse artist and diverse material. 
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Introduction 
 Theatre, by its very nature, is an inclusive art from. It requires a diversity of skills 
and talent. It also requires an audience, which means it can never be done alone. There 
will always be at least two individuals creating theatre. The inclusivity of theatre is often 
what draws artists to it. The feeling of being a part of something is enticing. And more 
often than not, theatre is welcoming to individuals of varied backgrounds and traditions. 
The unique customs artists from diverse cultures bring to theatre make it a rich and 
rewarding experience for the artists as well as the audience. However it seems that 
theatre audiences are still behind when it comes to diversity. Audiences tend to attend 
show with casts that look similar to themselves. Therefore audiences often look less 
diverse than they could.  
 While attending theatre in Kansas City with my children who are bi-racial, I 
noticed that often they were the only or almost the only people of color in the audience, 
particularly if the cast of the show was entirely white.  On the reverse side, if the show 
we were attending had an almost entirely black cast then I was one of the few white 
people present.  This was an unsettling discovery. Why was the audience for a particular 
show not as diverse as the theatregoing community? It was a quest to answer this 
question that led me to The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company and Harvey Williams.  
 I had begun by looking at the history of black theatre artists in Kansas City. I 
thought perhaps understanding their history I could better understand why it was still so 
difficult to get audiences to see shows that featured a cast that was from a different 
cultural background from their own. I was encouraged to speak with Harvey Williams, a 
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Kansas City actor of African-American decent about his experience in theatre in Kansas 
City.  I was (easily) persuaded to attend a show at the Just Off Broadway theatre where 
Williams’s newly founded company, the MeltingPot, was presenting his play The 
Session.  
 After some difficulty finding the theatre, my mother and I arrived and were 
enthusiastically greeted and welcomed into the facility. I spoke with the young woman 
who was managing the box office about how I might get in contact with Harvey Williams 
after the show. She invited me and my mother to stay after the performance for a 
celebration honoring everyone involved in the production. This seemed a bit 
unnecessary, we didn’t want to intrude on their festivities, but we agreed and anxiously 
awaited the party. Before the house opened my mother and I waited in the lobby as is 
customary at most theatres, but there was something different about this theatre. I 
couldn’t quite put my finger on it until a man in a yellow shirt walked right up to us and 
began a conversation. It turned out he was a volunteer and one of the founding 
members of the MeltingPot. David Brown’s ability to make anyone feel relaxed and 
welcome was a refreshing change from other theatres where often no one spoke to me 
except the box office attendant.  
 The result of Brown’s geniality was that I no longer felt nervous or out of place. I 
was no longer uncomfortable about the prospect of attending a social gathering where I 
knew no one except my own mother. We thoroughly enjoyed the play and were actually 
looking forward to the celebration when it came. The party was held in a large room just 
outside of the theatre. Everyone was handed a flute of Champagne. The members of the 
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cast and crew gathered around and toasted the completion of another successful show. 
Brown noticed that my mother and I were keeping to ourselves. We are both a bit shy 
and reserved so he pulled us into the crowd and started introducing us to everyone. I 
met Harvey Williams and told him about the idea for my thesis. Williams seemed 
genuinely interested. He was more than willing to give me any help he could. We 
exchanged contact information and within a week we had set up a meeting.  
 Williams and I met at the Just Off Broadway theatre and began to discuss his 
experience in the Kansas City theatre community. He too had noticed a pattern to 
audiences’ attendance. When a show that featured a mostly black cast was produced in 
Kansas City, then the black audiences would flock to the theatre. But they would not 
necessarily come back for a show that didn’t feature a black cast. Williams noted that 
there was a large black audience in Kansas City, but they were not coming to a large 
number of shows. He also noticed that other communities in the city were not attending 
theatre much at all. The Asian and Latino communities were seriously untapped when it 
came to potential audiences. But he also noted that those communities were 
significantly underrepresented on Kansas City stages. Williams has visions of changing 
that.  
 The first MeltingPot show I saw was actually the second of Williams’s plays to be 
produced. His first show had featured an all-black cast and focused primarily on men’s 
issues. His second show, The Session featured an all-female cast, from various 
backgrounds. The women in The Session were diverse. Williams had done this 
intentionally. He wanted to feature women with unique experiences that they could 
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bring to the production. His hope was to get the audience to be as diverse as the 
characters. To some extent he had. The audience was predominantly black and white, 
but at the show I attended, I didn’t notice anyone who was Latino or Asian.  Williams 
wasn’t discouraged though. He knew he just needed to get the word out to those 
communities that they were welcome, and to find a way to draw them in. I asked him 
how he planned to do that. 
  Williams explained that most of the members of those communities were not 
particularly accustomed to seeing themselves on stage. His philosophy was that people 
want to see themselves on stage. They want to see someone who reminds them of 
themselves, but that person does not necessarily have to look like them. The characters 
on stage simply need to represent a characteristic that the audience can connect to. But 
the reality is, it is easier for the audience to see those attributes if the characters on 
stage look like them. Williams aims to get people to the theatre by showing them 
themselves.  Once he has their attention, he believes he can keep them coming back. So 
far it seems to be working.  
 Of the nine MeltingPot productions I have seen, the audiences appear to be 
relatively multicultural. One advantage the MeltingPot has is that its productions are 
new. No one knows exactly what to expect. Audiences have to come to the show to see 
who is on stage. It is not like a theatre that produces classic plays. If a theatre in Kansas 
City produces a play by August Wilson, then the patrons know what to expect. If a play is 
already well known, then the audience might make their decision to attend based on 
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whether they believe the play will relate to them. MeltingPot audiences seem to have 
come to the understanding that all of the plays can relate to them. 
 As I continued to meet with Harvey Williams, I found that I was more and more 
impressed with the way his company is able to bring diverse audiences in to all of their 
shows. I found that his philosophy about creating a melting pot both on and off the 
stage was something I wanted to see more of. I wanted to learn all that I could about 
the company and the people who had been able to capture audiences. What I found 
was a group of people with an amazing amount of passion for what they are doing.  
 Harvey Williams and the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company have found their niche 
in Kansas City. They are doing something that no one else in the city is doing. They are 
using all local theatre artists, including the playwrights, to produce new works with 
diverse themes. The MeltingPot is a model for inclusion, showcasing the talent and 
diversity that makes up this city. Williams is determined to create an audience for the 
MeltingPot that represents the people of the community.  
 In the winter of 2015 the MeltingPot will produce another of Williams’s plays 
entitled On Shoulders Now, a piece that has been in the works since my very first 
meeting with him. In this new play Williams is looking to bring in the Asian community. 
He was a bit mysterious about how he intended to do this, but his hope is that by 
featuring cast members of Asian descent in this play, he will get that community 
interested enough to continue to attend plays at the MeltingPot.  
 Williams has a novel idea with the MeltingPot, but it is one that seems obvious in 
hindsight. By offering audiences a chance to see a version of themselves on stage he is 
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getting them hooked, and bringing them back time and again. The faces I see in the 
crowd are becoming more diverse but also more familiar as I see many patrons who 
have been at previous productions. The climate of the audience before and after a show 
at the MeltingPot is an enthusiastic one.  There is a buzz in the air that tells me people 
are genuinely excited and eager for the next opportunity to see another MeltingPot 
production. 
   The MeltingPot does not tout itself as a “black” theatre because that is not what 
they are. It is a theatre company owned and operated by a black family, but there are 
no exclusions here. Their welcoming nature and passion for creating new and exciting 
works is what has audiences coming to see what they will do next and what motivated 
me to write about their success so far. This has been a thrilling, yet challenging 
experience for me. While it has been challenging to write about an ever-evolving 
company, I have had the privilege to watch this company grow from their second show, 
produced on a shoestring budget, to a highly polished revival of their inaugural play. It 
has been rewarding to see the audience grow with the company and to feel the passion 
they invest into every aspect of a production.    
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CHAPTER 1 
THE KC MELTINGPOT THEATRE COMPANY 
The KC MeltingPot Theatre was founded by Harvey Williams. Williams is a Kansas 
City area theatre artist who is passionate about making a difference in his community 
and in the theatre community in Kansas City. Williams did not set out to create a theatre 
company. He had become burnt-out with his work and was looking to add some 
creativity to his life again. Williams had enjoyed working occasionally as an actor in 
Kansas City. He enjoyed the thrill of the live show. Williams felt a passion for theatre, 
but was concerned about making a living from it. His work as a teacher was important, 
but it had become unfulfilling. Williams’s wife, Linda Williams, noticed her husband was 
not content with his job, and she encouraged him to pursue his dreams. Not only was 
Williams an accomplished actor, but he was also a writer, and deep down that’s what he 
was most passionate about. Williams had written many things, but one that stood out to 
his wife was a play he had written titled Old School Ghetto Gospel. She urged Harvey 
Williams to get his play produced. As any playwright can attest to, sometimes the only 
way to get a play produced is for the playwright to produce it. Williams now had a goal. 
He was going to produce Old School Ghetto Gospel.  
Producing a play is no easy feat; it takes time, space, and many people, but the 
target had been set and Williams had a plan. He knew his wife was willing to help, but 
that was not enough. Williams needed a team of dedicated, passionate people willing to 
take a leap of faith with him. One of the first people Williams turned to was a friend he 
had met while acting in August Wilson’s The Piano Lesson at the Metropolitan Ensemble 
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Theatre in Kansas City. Williams spoke with David Brown, one of the volunteers working 
at the MET, and decided he would be just the person to help launch this production. 
Williams planned an informal meeting with Brown in his home. They were going to eat 
lunch together and discuss the possibilities that lay ahead.  Just before the meeting was 
to begin Williams was on the phone with his wife. She was concerned that he was being 
too casual about the meeting and advised him to formalize it a bit. Williams’s plan was 
simply to serve Brown a sandwich from Jimmy John’s. Linda Williams knew she couldn’t 
change the menu, but she insisted that Harvey Williams use real plates instead of paper. 
As the story goes; The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company was founded on July 31, 2012, 
over a couple of Jimmy John’s sandwiches served on a real plate. Brown and Williams 
will both tell you that this is how The MeltingPot was formed but there is much more 
that has gone into the company.  
David Brown has been a vital part of the organization from the very beginning. 
Brown has given freely of his time and talent to help see the MeltingPot succeed. Brown 
has assisted with promotions, marketing, photography and social media services for the 
MeltingPot. He, along with his business partner Gerome Berry, own and operate 
InformaQueue a company that offers a range of services for area businesses. Their 
company, InformaQueue has produced a variety of products for the MeltingPot 
including playbills, t-shirts and promotional materials. Brown has been a crucial part of 
making the public aware of the MeltingPot and their contribution to the community.  
David Brown was by far not the only person Williams solicited for support. He 
instinctively concentrated on family first. His children, siblings, in-laws and spouse have 
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all been instrumental in bringing the MeltingPot to fruition. Their duties have ranged 
from house management to catering. They have cleaned toilets and organized actors’ 
bios. The cooperation and assistance Williams has received from his family is invaluable. 
Williams also sought support and guidance from friends and colleagues. When looking 
to cast Old School Ghetto Gospel Williams turned to his colleagues in the theatre 
community. The cast included several actors that Williams had acted with before. 
Williams also looked to others he had previously worked with for the technical aspects 
of the production. His connections to other theatre artists were a major asset to 
producing Old School Ghetto Gospel.  
When Brown and Williams had their first meeting, Williams had already made 
some arrangements. He spoke with local actors about being a part of this production. 
He had also been shopping around for a venue. He had looked into several spaces, but 
was discouraged by the price to rent them. Someone suggested that Williams look into 
the Just Off Broadway Theatre. He gave the theatre a call and went to look around. He 
was impressed with the beautiful building and the adaptable theatre space, but what 
impressed him the most was the price. He signed a contract to rent the building for 
three weeks. The signed contract for the space had made it official; they were going to 
put on a show.  
Linda Williams felt that her husband’s dream was bigger than one show. She 
didn’t want him to put together this one production and be finished. She wanted to be 
supportive of her husband’s dreams. She asked him what he truly wanted to do, with 
the knowledge that her husband had aspirations that stretched far beyond a single 
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production.  Harvey Williams had always hoped to have his own theatre company one 
day. He was not convinced he should start a business until he discovered that the cost to 
start a corporation was only thirty-five dollars. That convinced him.  
Now they needed a name and a mission statement. The Williamses along with 
David Brown discussed what they really wanted their company to represent. Harvey 
Williams knew that he did not want to start a “black” theatre company; black-owned 
perhaps, but he wanted the company they started to be diverse. He wanted all to be 
welcome and included. He was concerned that the label of “black” theatre company 
could limit the possibilities for their company. All parties agreed that the plays they 
produced needed to resonate with the diverse population that makes up Kansas City. 
They wanted the company to be a melting pot of communities and cultures. This idea of 
embracing people from varied backgrounds and encouraging them to lend their voice to 
the success of the company led to the name: The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company.  
Harvey Williams also wanted to keep the artists involved in the productions 
local. He knew there was a large pool of talented theatre artists in Kansas City that 
needed a platform for their art. There are playwrights and actors, stage managers and 
designers, living in the Kansas City area, who are all passionate about their craft and 
dedicated to making a living from it. Williams knew this was bigger than his dream; 
others’ dreams needed to be realized as well. He concluded that along with being a 
company that embraces diversity, they would also be a company that showcases the 
local talents of the community.  
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 The company had a name and a mission, but the rent had to be paid, and as far 
as Williams was concerned, the actors had to be paid as well. He was determined that 
MeltingPot was going to be a professional, for-profit theatre company. He wanted to 
see if the company could be successful without “welfare”, as he called it, and he felt 
that having the actors work for free was a form of welfare. Williams had acted in many 
shows and had not always been compensated. He knew that some of the actors in his 
cast would be willing to perform without pay, but that went against Williams’s 
philosophy for creating a company that helped others achieve their dreams. Williams 
was not certain how much he would be able to pay the actors, but he had resolved to 
compensate them.  
 While Williams understands the advantages of a not-for-profit theatre company  
he was quite adamant that the MeltingPot would be a for-profit company. He knows 
there will be challenges to face, but feels that those challenges are worth it to know that 
his company is successful on its own merit and not because they had a crutch to fall 
back on.  Many not-for-profit theatre companies are able to rely on grants and tax-
deductible donations. Williams was concerned that if the MeltingPot relied on these 
forms of support they might not be able to determine the quality of their product.  The 
MeltingPot has been able to be successful because they have offered a quality product 
that compels audiences to return to the theatre to see new shows.  
Williams had begun to see his vision taking shape. He had a script, a stage, and 
actors. Williams felt confident about where they were in the process but then the 
business people (namely Linda Williams) descended on him and asked how he planned 
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to pay for the production. Linda Williams had worked in accounting and business for 
many years and she was concerned that Harvey Williams had not thought this all the 
way through. The costs of the production were mounting and the company had no 
money except for the personal contributions from the Williamses. The time had come to 
raise funds. They began with looking for sponsors. Linda Williams had a co-worker 
named Michael Williams, who was the co-founder of a new local company, Me Time.  
Me Time produces an all-natural Lemonade. Michael Williams and his business partner 
William Martin agreed that working together with the MeltingPot would be a good way 
to promote both new businesses. Harvey Williams had the idea to include Me Time in 
the play script and set design for Old School Ghetto Gospel. The set ended up being 
scaled back and did not include Me Time, but the script did. Harvey Williams found a 
way to incorporate Me Time Lemonade as part of the show and in exchange Me Time 
helped to sponsor the production. Me Time’s sponsorship was enough to nearly cover a 
week’s worth of rent. It was a positive step to funding the production. The MeltingPot 
members were also able to sell advertisement space in the theatre program. Between 
the Me Time sponsorship, advertisement sales, donations, and tickets sales the 
MeltingPot was able to make a profit from their first show, albeit a small profit. The 
MeltingPot had successfully produced their first profitable show.  
Just Off Broadway Affiliation 
 In the spring of 2013 The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company had just wrapped up 
their first successful production. The second production was already underway and they 
were making plans for the following year. Then a new dynamic was introduced to the 
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company.  The Just Off Broadway Theatre Association invited Harvey and Linda Williams 
to attend a board meeting. The Just Off Broadway Theatre Association was looking for 
feedback about the building and the organization. The MeltingPot company members 
had enjoyed the experience, but there were concerns. The building had been 
underutilized for years and needed some maintenance.  There was also obvious tension 
between some of Just Off Broadway Theatre Association board members and as a result 
the organization was struggling.  
 The Just Off Broadway Theatre Association had been impressed with the 
professionalism of the MeltingPot and their ability to draw a crowd. The Just Off 
Broadway Theatre Association had also taken notice of the time and energy the 
MeltingPot company members had put into the maintenance of the building while they 
were using it.  By the time of this first meeting with The Just Off Broadway Theatre 
Association, the MeltingPot had already booked the theatre for their second show, to be 
performed in August. During the meeting the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association 
board asked if the MeltingPot might be interested in making the Just Off Broadway 
Theatre building their permanent home. Because the MeltingPot had already made 
arrangements for more productions they felt that this would be a positive venture for 
both parties. The arrangements were made and the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company 
became the anchor company for the Just Off Broadway theatre.  
 The Just Off Broadway theatre now had an affiliate theatre company that would 
be utilizing the building on a regular basis. Harvey Williams set up an office in the Just 
Off Broadway building and began to run the MeltingPot operations from there. Things 
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were coming along for both organizations, but the Just Off Broadway Theatre 
Association was still struggling to find stability.  Linda Williams offered her assistance. 
She knew she had good accounting and organization skills from her years of experience 
as a manager. The board believed she could help straighten out some of the issues the 
Just Off Broadway Theatre Association had been having. Within months of their first 
meeting with the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association the situation with the board 
escalated; they needed more help than they realized. Linda Williams was asked to 
become a board member. When she became a Just Off Broadway Theatre Association 
board member there were many broken relationships surrounding the association. 
Williams’s mission was to figure out what relationships needed to be mended and how 
she could help bring people back to Just Off Broadway.  She wanted individuals to feel 
welcome and important to the success of the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association.  
 One of the relationships that had been damaged when the Just Off Broadway 
Theatre Association was struggling was the relationship between them and The Kansas 
City Parks and Recreation Department. The Parks and Recreation Department owns the 
Just Off Broadway Theatre building. The Just Off Broadway Theatre Association and the 
Kansas City Parks and Recreation Department had an agreement about how the building 
was to be used.  Because of the friction among the board members of the Just Off 
Broadway Theater Association, the building was not being used according to the 
agreement. The Parks and Recreation Department wanted the theatre to give some 
value to the public and that was not happening. As a result The Parks and Recreation 
Department was no longer supporting the theatre as was originally planned. Linda 
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Williams set out to mend this relationship and has since been able to reestablish 
support from the Parks and Recreation Department.  
 In the course of her first year on The Just Off Broadway Theatre Associations 
board, Linda Williams was elected as the president. Her dedication and skills have 
revitalized the organization. Now thanks to Linda Williams and KC MeltingPot Theatre 
Company the theatre is in use most of the year and the community is able to benefit 
from its operation. The relationship between the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association 
and the Kansas City Parks and Recreation Department is improving. Today when Linda 
Williams requests things for the building the Parks and Recreation Departments 
responds positively.   
 In addition to The MeltingPot many other theatre companies also perform in the 
Just Off Broadway building. Linda Williams has made it her goal to provide them with a 
positive experience. She arranges the schedules and prepares contracts. With the help 
of the other members of the MeltingPot she also makes sure the building is clean and in 
order for performances that take place there. She now divides her time between being 
the executive director for the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company and being the board 
president of the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association. There is no doubt that both 
organizations have benefited a great deal from Linda Williams and her ability to 
maintain a healthy partnership between the two.  
The Unwritten Mission 
 The KC MeltingPot theatre company, like all businesses, has a formal mission 
toward which they are always striving. “KC MELTINGPOT THEATRE is a venture to 
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provide a platform for the expression of theatre and arts in Kansas City and its outlying 
areas. Our pursuit is to produce or assist in producing original works by local talent, 
representative of the rich and varied ethnic and life communities in the metropolitan 
and suburban areas of greater Kansas City. We are dedicated to being a worthy addition 
to our city's vibrant arts community. Our KC MeltingPot Theatre represents the blending 
of individual endeavors for the enrichment of us all” 
(http://kcmeltingpot.com/aboutUS.html 2015). But there is also an unwritten mission 
for the MeltingPot: to create a welcoming environment to all those who come in contact 
with their company.  
 Harvey Williams, Linda Williams, and David Brown have all expressed how 
important this informal mission is to their business. While they strive to create a 
professional and rewarding theatre experience on stage, they are creating a rewarding 
experience backstage and off stage as well. Many of the playwrights and actors who 
have worked with the MeltingPot have expressed their gratitude for the friendly and 
warm environment the MeltingPot creates. Artists are treated with respect and care 
and are welcomed openly into the family that is the MeltingPot. There is an immediate 
sense of belonging for those working with the MeltingPot. The relationships that are 
established during a show with the cast and crew extend beyond the walls of the Just 
Off Broadway theatre. The members of the MeltingPot aim to support former 
colleagues in their professional endeavors as well, attending readings, concerts and 
productions of the new friends they have made.   
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 The affability does not stop with the staff and crew; it extends to the audience as 
well. When one enters the theatre as an audience member, there are sincere greetings 
from the volunteers and staff. Those members of the theatre company who are 
available before a show are in the lobby speaking with guests and making them feel at 
home. David Brown noted the importance of this “… it’s not just an impression that we 
give, we sincerely enjoy the people who come in here. And we do want them to feel at 
home so even if the show is a bomb we are still going to have family, communion and a 
good time” (Williams and Brown, Interview, December 10, 2013).  This practice has 
undoubtedly contributed to the growing number of repeat audience members for the 
MeltingPot. Brown noticed that in some places the theatre experience can feel 
intimidating and overwhelming to an audience member who is new to theatre. The 
MeltingPot does not want anyone to leave a show feeling as if they did not belong 
there. Although it is not part of their official mission, MeltingPot KC has succeeded in 
creating a friendly, open atmosphere for all who gather there.  
The Wang Dang Doodle 
 Most theatre companies celebrate the ending of a show’s run with a cast party 
or some other form of celebration, The MeltingPot is no exception. Their first closing 
party started with their second show, The Session in the fall of 2013. After the last 
evening performance the cast and crew invited the audience to join in the festivities. 
Audience members were able to mingle with the company while they enjoyed food and 
drinks prepared with the help of Tina and Gino Martin, Linda Williams’s sister and 
brother-in-law.   
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 Tina Martin unintentionally gave these closing night parties a name. Tina Martin 
and Linda Williams had grown up listening to a lot of blues music with their father.  One 
of the songs from their childhood was Wang Dang Doodle, a song about throwing a big 
party. One day while discussing the upcoming event, Tina Martin said “We’ve got to get 
this Wang Dang Doodle together” and the name stuck. Now The MeltingPot celebrates 
the closing of each show with a Wang Dang Doodle and it has become a big draw for 
audiences.  
 As the Wang Dang Doodle evolved, Harvey Williams noticed that most of the 
shows they were performing had some kind of a theme involving food. Harvey had the 
idea to incorporate the foods mentioned in the shows into the Wang Dang Doodles. For 
instance, in Waiting To Be Invited, the women discuss fish sticks and tomato and lettuce 
salad; at the Wang Dang Doodle that followed this show, fish sticks and tomato and 
lettuce salad were served. Spaghetti and catfish were on the menu at the Wang Dang 
Doodle for Truth Stands because the father in the play offers to fix spaghetti and catfish 
for his children. By integrating the foods mentioned in the play into the Wang Dang 
Doodle, the MeltingPot is able to put an amusing accent on the final performance. 
 Harvey recognizes that the Wang Dang Doodle is a good marketing tool for the 
MeltingPot but it is also another example of how The MeltingPot creates a welcoming 
environment for all.  “Besides being the last performance, there’s some free food 
involved, you know that always gets people’s attention … the Wang Dang Doodle is the 
closing party, the period at the end” (Williams, Harvey, Interview, February 26, 2015). 
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Internship program 
In the summer of 2015 the MeltingPot began an internship program for local 
high school students and college students from across the country. The program 
originated with six interns – three high school students and three college students— 
with varying backgrounds. The program is an opportunity for these young people to 
experience the ins and outs of theatre. The participants not only worked for the theatre 
during the summer; they also took part in classes that taught them skills they may use in 
their future theatre endeavors.  
While working with the members of The MeltingPot KC Theatre Company, these 
students have a variety of duties they must undertake. These duties include everything 
from taking out the trash, filing records and cleaning restrooms to writing e-mail blasts, 
organizing lighting equipment and assisting with auditions. The list of responsibilities is 
extensive. The students are rewarded with the opportunity to work with professional 
theatre artists and to network for future career possibility.  
Linda Williams, executive director of the MeltingPot, explained that these interns 
were not only there to offer cheap or free labor to the theatre, but to really learn from 
the experience.  Williams wants these interns to come away from their time with the 
MeltingPot with knowledge that will be valuable to them. Therefore the program also 
includes classes that the students attend to enhance their internship. The classes begin 
with a session on story-telling, followed by playwriting. From there the students learn 
about the processes and techniques used by actors and directors when they put a show 
together. The students also have a class with local poets and continue to learn with a 
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lesson from the promotional director for the MeltingPot about audience outreach and 
marketing. The last class before graduation gives the students the opportunity to 
become the teachers. They teach the members of the MeltingPot Company about social 
media. Williams acknowledged that the younger generation has a much better grasp on 
current social media trends and can truly help MeltingPot members learn new methods 
for reaching artists and audiences.  
A recent visit to the theatre allowed me the opportunity to meet with three of 
the interns. They spoke about some of the tasks they had already performed and some 
that they were looking forward to. The students seemed enthusiastic about the 
experience and spoke highly of their interactions with MeltingPot staff. After leaving the 
interns to their first class, Linda Williams spoke with me about the excitement 
surrounding this new program. Her dedication to this new program was clearly evident 
and reminded me how passionate one can become when doing something that one 
loves.  
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CHAPTER 2 
THE FOUNDING MEMBERS AND THEIR SUPPORTING CAST 
Harvey Williams 
 Harvey Williams is the founder and artistic director of the KC MeltingPot Theatre. 
The company was founded because Williams wanted a venue to produce his own play, 
Old School Ghetto Gospel (Trussell, “Venue,” D1,D8). With the goal of staging original 
work by Kansas City writers, Williams has created something different for Kansas City 
audiences. While other theatres have been known for staging new works, KC MeltingPot 
focuses on using local artists for all areas of production, from playwrights to actors and 
everyone in between. As a Kansas City native, Williams sees the great potential for 
artists this city has to offer.  
 Harvey Williams was born and raised in Kansas City along with his five sisters and 
two brothers. He attended St. Monica, a Catholic grade school, and then proceeded to 
graduate from Bishop Lillis High School. After high school, Williams served in the US 
Army for three years and lived in Germany for a while before returning to Kansas City to 
attend the University of Missouri-Kansas City, where he majored in Communications.  
Williams’s first experience with theatre began at UMKC where he was taking an elective 
theatre class. It was a basic theatre class, but his instructor Richard Alan Nichols saw 
something in him and asked him to take part in a production of Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead at Park College. Williams remembers with a chuckle his 
willingness to take the part. “I barely knew a little bit about Shakespeare … Since I didn’t 
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know what I was doing, I had no qualms about doing it” (Williams, Harvey, Interview,  
September 20, 2013). That was Williams’s first experience with stage acting.  
 Through the encouragement of another teacher, Dennis Allen, Williams began to 
pursue other avenues for his acting. He got involved with a talent agency, Talent Plus, 
now Talent Unlimited, to act in some industrial films and commercials; his acting career 
progressed from there. “I just kind of got deeper in the quicksand and enjoyed it, really 
enjoyed it” Williams said with a laugh (Williams, Harvey, Interview, September 20, 
2013). Williams recalled his first major acting role for a professional theatre: 
I think the first major acting thing I did was at the American Heartland and I did a 
production of Driving Miss Daisy. That was way back when, and at the time, I 
was kind of young for the role. I played the role of Hoke, the driver and it’s funny 
now because I got to do it a little while ago again for Central Standard Theatre. I 
was finally old enough to play the role, or a little bit closer to the age anyway. 
And so that was a good experience because I kind of saw how when you’re not 
really right in terms of age and things and you do a part and then you come back 
and you have the opportunity to do it again and it’s more age appropriate, it’s a 
tremendous amount that you can bring to it (Williams, Harvey, Interview, 
September 20, 2013).  
 Since his first role in Driving Miss Daisy, Williams has been seen at theatres 
across Kansas City in productions of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, Little 
Tommy Parker, The Watsons Go to Birmingham, Now Let me Fly, The Piano Lesson, 
Fences, 12 Angry Men, 1940’s Radio Hour, The African Company Presents Richard the III, 
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Monkey Don’t Drink Hot Chocolate, Othello, Journey with Barbara Jordan, and others 
(Evans 2014). In 2011 Williams co-starred with Marilyn Lynch in the Central Standard 
Theatre’s productions of Driving Miss Daisy, which they later performed in Bedford, 
England, and Adelaide, Australia (Trussell, “Women,” 21). His most recent acting credit 
was as Palmeroy Bateman in S.M. Shephard-Massat’s Waiting to Be Invited at the Just 
Off Broadway Theatre. This show was produced by a partnership between KC 
MeltingPot Theatre and Phoenix KC Theatre.  
 Acting has not been Williams’ only interest when it comes to theatre. While at 
UMKC Williams also became interested in writing. Williams was asked by one of the 
acting teachers, Dennis Allen, an actor known for his work on Rowan and Martin’s 
Laugh-In, to write some monologues for his acting class. Williams found a new passion 
in writing and has since written three plays; Old School Ghetto Gospel (in which he also 
performed), The Session, and On Shoulders Now. His first two shows have had successful 
runs with KC MeltingPot Theatre, and On Shoulders Now (A Christmas Story) will 
premier in November 2015. “I’ve always enjoyed the performing but really writing is 
always been kind of what I wanted to be involved with, and then it just kind of 
developed from there” (Williams, Harvey, Interview, September 20, 2013).  
 As a playwright Williams recognized the need to have his work produced. 
Williams realized that the best way to get his play to the public was to produce it 
himself. This led to Williams’s next position: as a theatre founder. “Harvey Williams, a 
veteran actor and playwright, didn’t really set out to form a new theater company. He 
just wanted to get one of his plays produced. But his script, “Old School Ghetto Gospel,“ 
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turned out to be the inaugural production of a new company, Melting Pot KC, in 
February” (Trussell, “Upstarts,” 16-18).  
 In 2013, the same year Harvey Williams made his debut as a playwright and 
theatre founder, he also made his directing debut.  “His first effort to direct anything 
was Project Playwright, a unique competition in which local playwrights wrote short 
plays on deadline that were quickly staged at Just Off Broadway in June. After that, 
playwright Michelle T. Johnson asked him to direct her original piece, “Wiccans in the 
Hood,” for KC Fringe” (Trussell, “Women,” 21). Williams went on to direct The Session, 
the second play produced by KC MeltingPot Theatre and written by Williams. He 
followed this by co-directing JFK: A Ghostly Evening with Jacqueline Gafford. Since then 
Williams has directed four more shows for The MeltingPot; The Frowning Vajayjays of 
Shady Pines, White Sangria, Echoes of Octavia, and Old School (a revival of his original 
piece Old School Ghetto Gospel).  
Linda Williams 
 Linda Williams was born in Dublin County, Missouri, near Arkansas, where her 
parents lived. Williams moved to Kansas City, Missouri, when she was four years old. 
Since moving to Kansas City, Williams has always lived in or near Midtown. She attended 
grade school at Wendell Phillips and then changed to Bancroft Elementary School. 
Williams attended Manual High School until it was closed during her sophomore year. 
After Manual High School closed, Williams attended Westport High School where she 
graduated. After high school, Williams received several scholarships to attend Lincoln 
University. She quickly decided that the university was not for her and returned to 
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Kansas City where she took a few classes at UMKC. After returning from her short 
experience at Lincoln University, Linda Williams (then Linda Miller) became engaged to 
Harvey Williams. They have been married since 1980.  
 At the age of fifteen while in high school, Williams worked for TG & Y retail store. 
She began working in the office doing bookkeeping. Williams had always loved numbers 
and believed that she wanted to be an accountant. At TG & Y she did the payroll and 
kept the books. She eventually realized that accounting was not what she really wanted 
to do. After returning from Lincoln University, Williams began working for the Kansas 
City Star. Williams worked as an auditor at the Star, auditing the people who had paper 
routes and the newspaper dispensers around the city. Williams worked for the Star for 
about five years. She chose to leave the Star when she was pregnant with her second 
daughter because she had decided to become a stay-at-home mom. After only four 
months Linda Williams and Harvey Williams decided that staying at home was not the 
place for Linda Williams. She went back into the work force and began working for E. F. 
Hutton, an investment company. Williams worked for E. F. Hutton as a margin analyst. E. 
F. Hutton closed their office in Kansas City, which left Williams searching for a new job. 
Williams got an interview with DST Systems, a company that had E.F. Hutton as a client. 
Williams was offered an entry-level supervisory position. Once she began her job with 
DST Systems, Williams felt certain she would not last with the company. It was a rough 
beginning, but soon she found her place and began to love what she was doing with DST 
Systems. She moved into management and went on to work for the company for 26 
years. After working with DST Systems for 26 years, Williams decided it was time to 
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begin a new chapter in her life. She parted ways with DST Systems and began her 
journey with the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association and the Kansas City MeltingPot 
Theatre Company.  
 The Kansas City MeltingPot Theatre Company was founded by Linda Williams’s 
husband, Harvey Williams, but Linda Williams has been an integral part of the company 
from the very beginning. After retiring from his teaching career, Harvey Williams wanted 
to focus on his writing. He had many new ideas in his head, but Linda Williams 
encouraged him to take a look at Old School Ghetto Gospel, a piece he had written some 
years before.  Linda Williams believed in Old School Ghetto Gospel so she convinced 
Harvey Williams to revisit it, and he did. After updating the script, Harvey Williams 
decided he wanted to put on a production of his play. Linda Williams was supportive of 
Harvey Williams’s dream, but she was also a bit skeptical. She supported Harvey 
Williams in his aspirations but warned him that he had to be dedicated to it or she 
would no longer assist him. Linda Williams was still working a full time job with DST 
Systems at this point and wanted to know that Harvey Williams was devoted to this 
project before they put their time and energy into it. Harvey Williams was committed to 
seeing this project through. While working on the production of Old School Ghetto 
Gospel, Harvey Williams came to the realization that he wanted to create a theatre 
company so he could put on other productions. Linda Williams recognized Harvey 
Williams’s passion and resolved to help see it through. Because of her years of 
experience in management and business, Linda William took on the company duties 
while Harvey Williams focused on the creative side of the business.  Together Linda and 
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Harvey Williams are the Executive Directors for the Kansas City MeltingPot Theatre 
Company. 
 Linda Williams was not always so interested in theatre. She admits that even 
when Harvey Williams was performing on stage she did not always attend his shows. 
But being a part of the MeltingPot has changed her. Linda Williams is now managing the 
business side of the MeltingPot as well as being the president of the board of directors 
for the Just Off Broadway Theatre Association, where KC MeltingPot has performed all 
of its productions. When Linda Williams talks about this new chapter in her life her eyes 
light up “I have found my passion here. I get up every day, later than I used to, but I look 
forward to coming here. I get excited about coming here and about upcoming 
productions, all of the work and the meetings and the networking. I can’t tell you how 
long ago I felt about work like that” (Williams, Linda, Inteview, April 2, 2015). It is clear 
that she has fallen in love with the journey she is on with KC MeltingPot Theatre.    
David Brown 
 David Brown was born in Dallas, Texas. At the age of three he moved with his 
mother and some of his siblings to Leavenworth, Kansas. Brown didn’t always have a lot 
of friends while he was growing up, but he found that he developed a kinship for 
people, something that has been a benefit to him throughout his life. He attempted to 
fit in at school but it wasn’t easy for him being gay in the 70s in Leavenworth, Kansas. 
The struggle became overwhelming and Brown stopped going to school. His mother 
worked long hours to support her family and was not home during the day to realize 
that Brown was not going to school. Eventually the principal called him and his mother 
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in to talk about Brown’s absences. The principal gave Brown the option to return to 
school if he agreed to come in on Saturdays to clean out lockers. Brown declined the 
offer and chose to attend Project Stay, an alternative learning program. Brown 
completed the program in a few months and received his GED.  
 After he completed the Project Stay program, Brown moved to Lawrence, 
Kansas, to attend the University of Kansas. After one semester in Brown decided that 
college was not the right place for him. While attending classes at the University of 
Kansas, Brown made friends with some members of a church fellowship group. Feeling 
welcomed by the church group, Brown continued to live in Lawrence. He lived with his 
brother, his brother’s girlfriend and their first child. Brown became like a nanny to his 
nephew while living there. Brown, like many people, tried his hand at several different 
jobs including a substitute teacher’s aide, a delivery man, and various others. One job 
that was particularly rewarding for Brown was when he worked for HELP – The Handicap 
Education Living Program – where he assisted disabled people.  
 While in Lawrence Brown met Raleigh Montamero from Bolivia. Montamero and 
Brown became partners. Montamero had a dream of owning his own business. One day 
while Brown and Montamero were in a video store they heard the owner talking about 
selling the business. When they left the store, Montamero asked Brown if they should 
buy it and they both agreed. They bought the video store and together they owned it for 
several years. Ultimately Brown sold out of the business, and he and Montamero parted 
ways. Once he had separated from Montamero, Brown visited Kansas City with some 
friends. They went to an area club, Missie B’s. That night Brown met a man who became 
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the love of his life. Brown moved to Kansas City to be with Lawrence Smith. Brown and 
Smith were together for fifteen years before Smith sadly passed away from stage four 
cancer on Christmas Eve in 2009. Brown’s world was completely shaken. He was 
devastated and angry. Brown had always been someone who enjoyed the comfort and 
safety of being at home, but after Smith’s passing he feared that his family and his 
partner’s family would worry about him if kept to himself at home.  He knew that the 
families would be concerned that he was closing himself off from the world shrouded in 
grief.  
  Brown did not want the families to worry about him so he looked for something 
to occupy his time. One day Brown went with a friend to a fundraising event for the 
Metropolitan Ensemble Theatre in Kansas City, Missouri. He found the experience 
enjoyable if not a bit surreal. He felt as if he were in the presence of classic movie stars. 
He found himself thinking that perhaps the MET takes volunteers, but he quickly pushed 
the thought aside. He knew they probably did take volunteers and if he asked about it 
they would most certainly put him to work. He wasn’t sure he was ready for that. But as 
the evening wore on he became caught up in the atmosphere and eventually did say 
something about volunteering. He was welcomed with open arms and Brown began to 
spend his spare time at the MET. He was even awarded the volunteer of year award. 
Brown volunteered at the MET for two years often spending up to fifty hours a week at 
the theatre. During his time at the MET, Brown became acquainted with many new 
people and made some friends and connections. One connection Brown made was with 
Harvey Williams. Williams was performing in the MET’s production of The Piano Lesson 
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by August Wilson. Brown and Williams became close during the production. Brown 
knew that Williams was interested in producing some of his own work so Brown offered 
to help him when he was ready. Williams soon called on Brown and together they made 
plans to produce one of the plays Williams had written. With the help of friends and 
family their endeavor brought about The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company and its 
inaugural production, Old School Ghetto Gospel (Brown, Interview, June 10, 2015).  
The Supporting Roles 
 Throughout their three years in business The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company 
has enlisted the aid of various friends and family members. Linda and Harvey Williams 
have been able to persuade several members of their family to dedicate their time and 
talents to the success of the MeltingPot. Their two daughters, Tiffany Tucker and 
Stephanie Williams have performed a host of duties as a way to help their parents. 
Stephanie Williams handles the box office, dealing with ticket sales, and distributing the 
comped tickets. She also assists during rehearsals to make sure the actors have 
everything they need. Once the shows are actually up and running Tiffany Tucker offers 
more support as a greeter, an usher, or working in the box office selling tickets. Tiffany 
Tucker also helps with special events, such as luncheons or group events. She also 
assists with ordering catering for these events as well as support with the Wang Dang 
Doodles. The Williamses have also been able to count on their teen-aged granddaughter 
Rayanna Tucker to pitch in wherever she can be of use, from cleaning to running the 
concession stand Rayanna Tucker does a little bit of everything.   
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 Harvey and Linda Williams also receive support from their siblings.  Linda 
Williams’s sister and brother-in-law, Tina and Gino Martin are responsible for catering 
the Wang Dang Doodles, but Tina Martin has also recruited many of her friends to 
volunteer at the Just Off Broadway theatre. Linda Williams’s brother Eric White and his 
fiancé Robin Taylor both volunteer at the theatre. White works on maintaining the 
building by making repairs as they are needed. Both Taylor and White have obtained 
their liquor license so that they can serve patrons before and during the shows. Harvey 
Williams has two sisters that have undertaken many responsibilities for the MeltingPot 
and the Just Off Broadway Theatre. His sister Karen Cushenberry helps with the 
accounting for the Just Off Broadway Theatre, and his other sister Sharon Hunt 
contributes by being a part of the planning for events and shows.  
 The members of the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company have also looked to friends 
for support. Jacqueline Gafford and Frances Farah, two women who are well-known in 
the Kansas City Theatre community have become mentors to Harvey and Linda Williams. 
They are long-time producers, but had to take a break due to Gafford’s health issues. 
When Harvey Williams wanted to produce Old School Ghetto Gospel he asked Gafford to 
direct and Farah to stage manage; they were eager to assist. They have helped with 
stage managing, directing, even running the concessions for shows. Gafford and Farah 
have been vital to the MeltingPot through their connections with other theatre artists in 
Kansas City as well. The Williamses ask them for opinions and advice, and both women 
are always supportive. MeltingPot is going to reciprocate as they bring back their 
theatre company Inplay (Williams, Linda, Inteview, April 2, 2015).  
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 Another valuable member of the MeltingPot company is Gerome Berry. Berry is 
the co-owner of InformaQueue along with David Brown. Berry was brought in when the 
MeltingPot was putting together their logo. Berry is a graphic artist and he was able to 
create a logo that represents the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company. Brown and Berry, 
through InformaQueue, have produced the promotional materials for MeltingPot. They 
have overseen the MeltingPot’s social media presence. InformaQueue documents the 
productions and events of the MeltingPot through video and photography. Berry has 
also designed the cover art for most of the MeltingPot’s playbills.  
 While putting together the foundation for The MeltingPot Harvey Williams 
discovered that there were people out there who wanted to be involved, people who 
had talents in all different areas. There were actors and designers, but there were also 
those who had a talent for promotions and management. Williams found that the hook 
to getting a true commitment from these individuals was to find what their desires and 
drives were and to place them in an area they were most passionate about. Even if 
making popcorn for the concession stand was the passion, Harvey had opportunities 
available for everyone (Williams and Brown, Interview,  December 10, 2013).   
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CHAPTER 3 
THE PRODUCTIONS 
Old School Ghetto Gospel 
Preview: January 31, 2013 
Show Run: February 1, 2013 – February 17, 0213 
  Old School Ghetto Gospel was written by Harvey Williams and was the inaugural 
production for the KC MeltingPot theatre. Williams had written the play years before 
and was encouraged by his wife Linda Williams to dust it off and bring it up to date for 
production. Old School Ghetto Gospel had been produced once before as a one-time 
showing at The Gem Theatre in Kansas City, Missouri. It had been well received then 
and seemed like a fitting play for the time and social climate in 2013. Williams wrote the 
play based on issues he had seen growing up: families struggling financially and young 
men turning to a life of crime on the streets to support their families (Williams, Harvey, 
Interview, February 26, 2015).  
 The run of The MeltingPot’s production coincidentally fell in February – Black 
History month – and featured a black cast. The play deals with the frustration of feeling 
hopelessly trapped in a vicious cycle of poverty and crime while holding on to hope for 
the future of family.  
 Old School Ghetto Gospel opens with Duce (Tim Burks) and Leslie (Linnaia 
McKenzie) arguing about child support. Unmarried with a child, neither parent has been 
able to find a stable job that pays enough for them to raise a family. Duce has turned to 
selling drugs to support them. Duce is aggravated that the child support agency is 
investigating him and he blames Leslie for it; she just wants what is best for their child. 
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In what seems like a desperate selfish move, Duce asks Leslie to marry him, admitting 
that if they were married he wouldn’t have to deal with the child support agency. 
Leslie’s silence triggers Duce’s exasperation. He has asked her to marry him before, but 
she has always turned him down. Leslie would love to be Duce’s wife, but she is terrified 
of becoming his widow. She knows how dangerous the streets are for him and she just 
cannot become his wife knowing that it might be temporary. Their tempers boil over 
and Duce leaves Leslie alone as the scene ends.  
 In the next scene we are introduced to Old School (Harvey Williams) as he sets 
up his street corner where he spends his days preaching his street gospel. Old School is 
the neighborhood sage, often giving unwanted advice to the people who pass by him. 
Old School is always seen with his drink in hand, a bottle wrapped in a brown paper bag. 
The residents have gotten used to Old School and his rambling, but they still stop from 
time to time to chat with the old man.  
 As Old School is mumbling to himself, Duce walks by. They engage in a 
conversation about Duce’s future and what he should be doing to be an example for his 
son. Duce complains that hustling is the only way to provide for his family but Old 
School argues that this path is only going to lead to an early grave. Fed up with the old 
man’s warnings, Duce leaves Old School to his rambling.   
 After Duce leaves, Old School has a conversation with an off-stage young man 
before Leslie enters. Old School asks Leslie about her life and if she’s still on “that” 
welfare. He suggests she go to school. He is pushing her buttons. Leslie gets worked up 
and unloads on Old School about how difficult and degrading it is to be on welfare, but 
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how she can’t afford not to be. Old School is flustered but he is trying to be 
understanding and supportive. He tells her to never stop dreaming. Leslie walks away 
angry and defeated by the circumstances of her life.  
 After Leslie leaves, Detective Martin (George Forbes) enters and Old School 
quickly reminds him of their bet. Detective Martin owes Old School two dollars because 
a young man was shot the night before only a few blocks from where they are now.  Old 
School had bet that someone in the neighborhood would stop a bullet before the day 
was done. They have been making similar bets for a while now, but Detective Martin 
always loses. Detective Martin seems a bit indifferent about the whole thing but it is a 
defense mechanism against the gruesome crimes he sees on a daily basis. He has been 
working in this neighborhood for eighteen years and he has seen so much violence in 
that time that he has to do something to help him cope.  
 Detective Martin tells Old School about his first week on the job. He was so 
enthusiastic in those days because he wanted to serve and protect the people. He was 
excited about his new partner, a fifteen-year veteran on the force, who he thought 
could teach him a thing or two. In his first week Detective Martin’s partner tells him the 
dos and don’ts of the job. The don’ts all relate to the “white” neighborhoods; don’t walk 
on the flowers, don’t shine lights into the houses, don’t talk too loud. The dos are for 
the “black” neighborhood – the “hood” – do call for back up, do flood the area with 
lights, do have your firearm in hand, do pull the trigger. His partner was racist, but his 
partner was also black. It is a hard reality for Detective Martin to accept. Old School and 
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Detective Martin continue to talk and joke, but their conversation is cut short. Detective 
Martin has received word of another shooting six blocks away.  
 When the lights come up again, the action has moved to a local police station 
where Leslie is talking with Ms. Stone (Lynn King), Duce’s parole officer. Duce has been 
wounded in a shooting and a friend of his has been killed. Ms. Stone is hoping to get 
some information from Leslie about the possible motive for the shooting. Leslie claims 
she doesn’t know. Ms. Stone is not convinced. She notices that Leslie seems more 
annoyed than upset by the news about Duce and questions her. Leslie explains that she 
has been to more than her share of funerals and she knows that Duce’s time is coming. 
It is not a matter of if he will be killed, it’s when. Leslie explains that it would almost be 
easier if Duce was dead because she wouldn’t be in constant fear of the phone call that 
will bring news of his death. If Duce were dead then Leslie could finally be at peace. Ms. 
Stone is sympathetic, but she wants what is best for Duce and his family. She has hope 
even if Leslie doesn’t.  
 In the next scene Duce is being questioned by Detective Martin about the 
shooting. Detective Martin tries several tactics to get Duce to tell him who shot him. 
Duce maintains he doesn’t know.  Detective Martin is determined to end this cycle of 
violence, but Duce will not cooperate. Leslie and Ms. Stone enter as Detective Martin 
continues to interrogate Duce. As a last resort Detective Martin implies that Duce set up 
his friend in the shooting. This triggers a violent response from Duce and they wrestle to 
the floor. Detective Martin stops just short of punching Duce. He pulls him to his feet 
and sends him home.  
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 After Leslie and Duce leave, Ms. Stone scolds Detective Martin for his rash 
behavior. They argue about how to handle the situation with Duce and discuss the 
harshness of their profession. As they talk, the conversation shifts to their personal 
lives. They both admit that their jobs have kept them from building personal 
relationships. They begin to feel a connection and are starting to see each other in a 
new light when Leslie and Duce burst in, followed by Old School who brandishes a gun. 
Everyone is shocked and confused as the lights go out for intermission.  
 When the lights come up, the action resumes. Old School holds everyone 
hostage because he has something he needs to get off of his chest. The situation with 
Duce has brought up issues from the past that Old School needs to deal with. He has 
come to the police station on a mission. He sermonizes about being born a man, equal 
to all other men at birth. Born with one brain that has free will to choose, one heart 
beating for better or worse and one dick to spread the seed of what the brain and heart 
produce. That is what he believed made a whole man. Old School speaks to Duce, man 
to man while the others listen. Old School understands the situation Duce is in, but he 
wants Duce to make a better choice than he did.  
 It is revealed through Detective Martin that Old School is actually Dwayne 
McGill. He had lived in the neighborhood before it became overrun with crime and 
violence. Old School was a victim of the violence years before when his wife and son 
were killed in a drive-by shooting. He and his three year old daughter survived. Old 
School knew who had done it, but he told the police he could not identify the men. Two 
weeks after the murder of most of his family, Old School got his revenge. He shot the 
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men involved in the crime; one bullet to the brain, one bullet to the heart and one bullet 
to the groin of each of the three men. He said he wanted to kill the whole man. He 
turned himself in to the police and gave up custody of his daughter because he believed 
she would be better off without him.  When Detective Martin finishes telling them 
about Old School, Leslie speaks up.  She knows Old School’s story because it is her story 
too. She is Old School’s daughter.   
 Leslie has had enough of this fiasco. She wants to leave, but Ms. Stone stops her. 
She needs to hear Old School out and understand why he is doing all of this. He realizes 
that he made a huge mistake all those years ago and he does not want to see Duce do 
the same thing. He asks Duce to be the man he should have been, because a man puts 
family first, above all else. Old School is not looking for forgiveness or redemption, he 
just wants to protect what is left of his family.  He wants to be a father for Leslie and 
keep Duce alive to be a father to his grandson.  
 As Old School and Leslie begin to make peace with their past Detective Martin 
gets the gun from Old School. He discovers that it was a fake gun, a prop, the whole 
time. Detective Martin puts Old School in handcuffs, determined to arrest him. He 
confiscates the bottle in his pocket, hoping to get him on some kind of drunkenness 
charge, but he discovers that the bottle was only lemonade – Me Time Lemonade. Old 
School admits that he hasn’t had a drink of alcohol in years. Detective Martin is 
frustrated and embarrassed but he lets Old School go.  
 Inspired by Old School, Duce agrees to come in and talk with Detective Martin 
the next day about the shooting. He also agrees to do what is best for his son and his 
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future wife and give up his dangerous lifestyle. Old School offers to give his home to 
Duce and Leslie so they can start their family together. Encouraged by the positive 
events of the evening, Detective Martin ask Ms. Stone to dinner and she agrees. The 
plans are in place for an optimistic future for everyone involved. Ms. Stone, Duce, and 
Leslie head for the door and leave Detective Martin and Old School alone for one final 
conversation.  Old School looks at his watch and realizes that it’s after midnight. He pulls 
out two dollars and hands it to the detective. He’s won the bet this time, no one was 
killed in the past twenty-four hours.  
 This production included a unique feature. Between scenes two men dressed in 
suits come out to recite poetry. The Recipe – formed by Theodore “Priest” Hughes and 
Desmon “3-3-7” Jones – are a duo of spoken-word artist. The words from these two 
men flow with a powerful rhythm. Their words flood the room with emotions: anger and 
joy, frustration and hope. They preach a gospel of how to be men, to be strong and 
brave, to stand up to discrimination and to stand out as leaders. Their pieces, 
Interspersed between the scenes in the play put a period on it. The play is the main 
course and these words are the dessert. They tie the message of the play together 
reiterating the points the playwright has made. Similar to a Greek chorus, perhaps they 
are the ghetto chorus, defining what is important to the audience, helping to bring the 
message in to clearer focus.  
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The Session 
Preview: August 22, 2013 
Show Run: August 23, 2013 – September 8, 2013 
 The second production from The KC MeltingPot theatre is also a second look at 
Harvey Williams as a playwright. After his first endeavor with Old School Ghetto Gospel, 
Williams took to the page again to write The Session. Although it was not exactly a 
response to Old School Ghetto Gospel, it was Williams’s goal to write a piece that 
focused on women since Old School Ghetto Gospel had more to do with men. 
“’Honestly, after I did ‘Old School,’ I felt like that was a play with a male theme to it, and 
I wanted to come back with something different,’ he said. ‘So I wanted it to involve 
women. … It’s a platform to get a group of women from different backgrounds 
together’” (Trussell, “Women,” 21).  
 Drawing on their mission to produce works that are representative of the varied 
ethnic communities in Kansas City, Williams places five women from contrasting 
backgrounds into a court-ordered anger-management session. “The goal of the show is 
quite clear: to present five characters who seem easy to understand on the surface 
while trying to show the unexpected layers underneath” (Adams, 12). Each woman has 
her own reasons for being there, but what is soon obvious is that they really aren’t that 
different deep down. Lynn King plays Ms. Davis, an angry black woman, frustrated by 
the role black women are assigned in society. Vanessa Harper is Beth, a white woman 
who is bitter from being thought of as “trailer trash”. Nicole Santorella plays Cynthia, a 
Hispanic woman who is disillusioned by her “foreigner” status. Alexandria Washington is 
Reatha, an aggressive young woman of color who has become all too familiar with 
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isolation. The cast was rounded out by veteran actress Marilyn Lynch who portrayed 
Ms. Hunter, the distracted facilitator of the group.  
 Throughout the course of the play the women reveal what has brought them to 
this place and why they are so angry. According to Williams “What transpires is 
something that none of them were expecting, so it really turns into a session about 
what some people are perceiving as anger, but in most cases it turns out to be a case of 
them just being in pain. And anger is how they cover it up” (Trussell, “Women,” 21). By 
the end of the play the women must come together to cope with an unexpected turn of 
events as we discover that Ms. Hunter, the group’s leader, is not what she seems.  
 The script for this play was derived from the experiences the playwright, 
Williams, had while working as a juvenile court officer. “’We used to do some things 
called family sessions, which as the court officer I had to run,’ he said. ‘And there was 
always a part of it where they would tell us or explain that sometimes, even in family 
situation, you get into some deep anger issues. Nine times out of ten what was behind it 
all was that someone was in a certain amount of pain or confusion. I think it’s more pain 
management than anger management’” (Trussell, “Women,” 21). Williams establishes 
the pain these women are facing through monologues each character has during the 
play. Williams confronts some difficult issues but manages to bring humanity to the 
characters in the process.   
 “Beyond the play itself, the production is seasoned by two local poets — Mz 
Angela Roux and Cheri Woods — who perform at the beginning of each act. Woods’ 
material, most of which she sings a cappella in what can be called an Americana style, 
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exhibits clever wordplay. Roux is a charismatic performer who demonstrates such an 
impressive emotional range with her verse that she could easily take her place among 
Williams ’ characters and fit right in” (Trussell, “Humor,” D3).  
JFK: A Ghostly Evening 
Preview: November 21, 2013 
Show Run: November 22, 2013 – December 1, 2013 
 The third production for The MeltingPot KC Theatre Company was in association 
with the Westport Center for the Arts. JFK: A Ghostly Evening, written by Rev. Scott 
Myers, premiered on the November 11, 2013, the fiftieth anniversary of the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. This aptly-timed piece depicted a fictional 
encounter between two prominent leaders in our nation’s history: John F. Kennedy and 
Martin Luther King Jr. The play focuses on an evening at the White House where JFK and 
his wife are hosting a dinner with the Kings. Throughout the play the audience is privy to 
private conversations between the men, the women and each couple. These 
conversations help to present these historic icons with some humanity and empathy 
that is often forgotten in the pages of history. In an interview with Don Dagenais of 
KCMetropolis.org, Kansas City’s Online Journal of the Arts, Myers stated “We often learn 
more from art about a key person or event or time in history than from actual history 
books” (Dagenais). Taking his vision to the stage allowed Myers the freedom to explore 
the emotions, fears and internal struggles these real-life people must have faced. 
Without the burden of historical accuracy, Myers is able to dramatize an event that 
didn’t actually take place, but certainly could have.  
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 The play opens as Granvile O’Neal steps on stage to read a newspaper article 
written by Bruce R. Watkins, the first African-American elected to the Kansas City 
Council. Watkins’s words are a tribute to the slain president. It is a heartfelt and solemn 
passage that reminds the audience of the tragic incident that occurred fifty years earlier. 
The events in the play take place on an early fall evening mere months before the 
assassination of JFK. John F. Kennedy (Jordan Fox) and Jacqueline Kennedy (Sabrina 
‘Brie’ Henderson) chat with the Kings over coffee. As the evening progresses, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. (Jerron O’Neal) and Coretta Scott King (Lynn King) express their concerns 
about the growing danger in the South. Tension rises between King and Kennedy as 
Kennedy encourages King to rid himself of two associates who are being vilified by J. 
Edgar Hoover and the FBI. King fears he is being monitored by Hoover, but Kennedy 
assures him he is keeping the FBI at bay. While the men are talking, Coretta and 
Jacqueline tour the White House and discuss their families and their husbands. Coretta 
conveys her sympathy to Jacqueline for the recent loss of her child.  Knowing there are 
difficult times to come, both women speak of their fears concerning their husbands’ 
health and safety. They share a solidarity that comes from having a husband in a 
powerful position. The Kennedys and Kings part for the evening and reunite with their 
spouses. The Kennedys share an intimate moment during which they grieve over the 
recent loss of their baby. The Kings discuss the future of their family as they continue 
the dangerous fight for civil rights. While the conversations between the Kennedys and 
the Kings are intense, the most compelling drama in the play comes in a conversation 
between John F. Kennedy and the ghost of slain civil rights activist Medgar Evers (Tim 
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Burks). Evers’s ghost appears to Kennedy while he is alone in his office. Kennedy 
expresses his regret over Evers’s murder, but Evers truly wants Kennedy to see how 
important his involvement with the civil right movement is. Evers pressures Kennedy to 
take a more purposeful stand in the fight for equality, but also warns him that tragedy is 
looming. The exchanges between Evers and Kennedy are sincere and powerful. 
Scattered between the face-to-face interactions are a few telephone conversations 
between the president and Bobby Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, and J. Edgar Hoover. 
These three men are portrayed by Ben Husmann, who skillfully transitions between 
characters. The play ends with the song Abraham, Martin and John, written in 1968 by 
Dick Holler, being played as a spotlight shines on the characters of John F. Kennedy, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy. It is a haunting reminder of the price 
these leaders paid for progress. “In reality, of course, every character on stage is a 
ghost. They live on in our collective memory as icons, as monumental figures who 
forced and attempted real change. That’s the source of the play’s power” (Trussell, 
“What if?”).  
 JFK: A Ghostly Evening was co-directed by Jacqueline Gafford and Harvey 
Williams. Williams and Gafford had to work with the cast to bring to life these iconic 
figures, many of whom were dead before most of the cast were even born. According to 
Williams, the cast members immersed themselves in research to connect the audience 
with the people who lived through these difficult experiences (Trussell, “Play asks,” 
21,23). The lighting and set designer, Warren Deckert, divided the stage into three parts. 
Stage right was Kennedy’s office, stage left was a non-specific location where Husmann 
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performed, and center stage changed throughout the play to represent different rooms 
in the White House.  
The Frowning Vajayjays of Shady Pines  
Preview: March 20, 2014 
Show Run: March 21, 2014 – April 6, 2014 
 The first play in the first full season for The KC MeltingPot Theatre is a dramatic 
comedy written by award-winning playwright Vicki Vodrey. The Frowning Vajayjays of 
Shady Pines is the first in a series of three plays by female playwrights presented by The 
KC MeltingPot Theatre. “Vodrey said she intended to produce a shorter version of 
“Vajayjays” at the fringe fest this year. But Harvey Williams, artistic director of Melting 
Pot, heard her read the script at a monthly gathering of playwirghts at the Metropolitan 
Ensemble Theatre and immediately asked her to forgo the fringe fest and let him 
produce the play at Just Off Broadway. "… Williams said the play fits perfectly with 
Melting Pot’s mission of depicting people from diverse walks of life in terms of ethnicity, 
gender and age” (Trussell, “Melting,” C18-C19).  
 The Frowning Vajayjays of Shady Pines featured Nancy Marcy as Marilyn, a 
quirky older woman with a bad hip; Cindy Siefers as Peggy, friend and roommate to 
Marilyn, who suffers from emphysema; Petra Allen as Lila an aged Southern belle who is 
tactlessly racist; and Sherri Roulette-Mosley as Bertie, the new foul-mouthed, black 
roommate to Lila. Jeff Smith completes the cast as Jeff, the attractive physical therapist 
who is the subject of some racy conversations among the women.  
 Vodrey confronts issues of aging, dying and race in this piece set at Shady Pines, 
a nursing home in the south. As the show opens Lila, Marilyn and Peggy have just come 
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from the funeral of Lila’s former roommate. “They are sad about the passing of their 
friend and fellow bridge player but the talk is light and sassy, with a sort of ‘Golden Girls’ 
style of banter” (Slegman, C3). Enter Bertie, who can play a mean game of Bridge, but 
who is also black.  Marilyn and Peggy know that this is going to be a huge issue for Lila. 
As is expected, Lila is tolerant of Bertie’s presence but doesn’t hesitate to stick her foot 
in her mouth and spew prejudice at nearly every turn. Eventually Bertie and Lila come to 
terms with their feelings about each other and about the racial stereotypes that have 
become so ingrained in their minds.  The two women “come to the realization – in a 
Kumbaya, hug-it-out moment – that race and backgrounds are no longer barriers to a 
friendship” (Slegman, C3).  By the end of the play the characters face more loss as one 
of the four women passes away. Vodrey’s script brings to light some legitimate concerns 
faced by aging individuals, but it also touches on issues faced by all people regardless of 
age.  
White Sangria 
Preview: May 1, 2014 
Show Run: May 2, 2014 – May 18, 2014 
 The KC Melting Pot Theatre continued its series of plays by area women with 
White Sangria, a play that seemingly pays homage to the work of Edward Albee. Much 
like Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf, Arika Larson’s White Sangria focuses on two couples 
who share drinks and conversation in the living room of one of the couples. The first 
couple, Ben and Marla Bourbina, played by Jonathon Engle and Sabrina ‘Brie’ 
Henderson, respectively, have invited Susan Hardin, played by Melody Butler, and John 
Martin, played by Coleman Crenshaw, into their home for a night. Ben and Marla appear 
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to be a typical couple who have arguments and inside jokes, but as the night progresses 
it becomes clear that there is a darker side to this pair. Similar to Who’s Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf’s George and Martha, Ben and Marla are good at playing mind games, 
not only with each other, but with those whom they snare in their trap. Susan and John 
become tangled in the twisted sport played by Ben and Marla. The indecipherable line 
between truth and lies told by the hosts creates a most uncomfortable atmosphere for 
the visitors.  
 White Sangria, which was originally featured in the 2011 KC Fringe Festival, and 
won best-selling show in its venue, is the first professional production for Larson. 
“Larson said the play began as one scene she wrote in a playwriting workshop hosted by 
Metropolitan Ensemble Theatre. Playwright Stuart Spencer, who led the workshop, 
threw out images for the young playwrights to build on” (Trussell, “Playwright,” 22). 
Echoes of Octavia 
Preview: August 7, 2014 
Show Run: August 8, 2014 – August 24, 2014 
 The final play of the first season at KC MeltingPot Theatre focused on the 
ambitions of a young black woman. Written by Michelle T. Johnson, Echoes of Octavia 
introduces us to Zora Anderson, graduate student and co-owner of her family’s diner. 
Zora has recently been offered a fellowship at Stanford University which comes with a 
substantial stipend. This offer comes in the midst of a huge development for her family’s 
business. The diner is to become part of the city’s new entertainment district. Zora’s 
father, Roscoe, is pushing her to stay with the diner and help make the transition to a 
new location and possibly greater wealth. Zora wrestles with the decision to stay or go 
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throughout the play. Many voices help Zora in her process along the way as each of the 
other characters in the play has an opinion about Zora’s future. “Johnson described 
‘Echoes of Octavia’ as an effort to revisit some of the themes of Lorraine Hansberry’s 
classic ‘A Raisin in the Sun,’ but with a contemporary twist” (Trussell, “Swiftly,” C18-
C19).  
 Actress Aishah Harvey, a student at UMKC, takes on the character of Zora, 
bringing a wavering confidence to the role. Zora is no doubt a strong character, based 
on Johnson’s writing, but Harvey plays the part with less emotional depth than one 
might hope for.  Granvile T. O’Neal a veteran actor in Kansas City plays Roscoe, Zora’s 
father. O’Neal’s portrayal of Roscoe is solid and genuine. O’Neal masterfully brings to 
light Roscoe’s insecurities as he prepares for the new developments of his family 
business, apprehensive that his daughter might not be around to help him. Sherrie 
Roulette-Mosley brings a meticulous sincerity to the character of Nelly, a long-time 
family friend who is also Roscoe’s second wife and Zora’s step-mother. Zora uses Nelly 
as a sort of emotional punching-bag throughout much of the play. Zora distrusts Nelly 
due to the speed at which she married Roscoe after the death of Zora’s mother. 
Roulette-Mosley’s skillful performance as the patient Nelly brings the audience around 
to sympathize with her as she supports Zora through her difficult decision. Another 
UMKC student, actor Petey McGee portrayed Zora’s boyfriend, Milo. McGee’s Milo was 
humorous and likeable, but there were some trepidations from the actor as he struggled 
to bring intensity to character. The cast was completed with Alisha Espinosa as Jessie, a 
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spunky, teenaged waitress at the diner, and Donovan McClendon, Zora’s academic 
advisor and supporter of her dreams, Professor Lane.  
Waiting To Be Invited 
Show Run: January 16, 2015 – January 31, 2015 
 In January of 2015, The KC MeltingPot Theatre in partnership with Phoenix KC 
Theatre produced Waiting To Be Invited by S.M. Shephard-Massat. The events of 
Waiting to Be Invited take place in Atlanta in 1964 just after the Supreme Court passed 
the Civil Rights Act. While the playwright doesn’t think of it as a “civil rights play,” 
Waiting To Be Invited certainly brings to light the people who had the courage to stand 
up for equality during a time when many were being denied basic freedoms. This 
production opened just in time for Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King’s birthday, a fitting 
tribute to the leaders and trailblazers who took action in the face of adversity.  
 Because it was an established play a partnership with Phoenix KC Theatre was 
created, following a suggestion by director Warren Deckert. Although this play was not a 
new piece or written by a local playwright –two of the goals of The KC MeltingPot 
Theatre-- it was certainly “a worthy addition to our city's vibrant arts community” 
(http://kcmeltingpot.com/aboutUS.html 2015). Deckert first saw Shephard-Massat’s 
powerful piece in 2000 at the Denver Center Theatre Company. Impacted by the 
experience, Deckert felt compelled to bring the show to more viewers. He staged 
Waiting To Be Invited at the Great Bend Community Theatre in Kansas. In 2015 he 
wanted to bring the play to the Kansas City audience, hence the collaboration between 
Phoenix and MeltingPot (Trussell, “Courageous,” C14). 
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 The co-production included veteran actor and KC MeltingPot founder Harvey 
Williams along with five talented actresses, both seasoned and new. Experienced 
actresses, Sherri Roulette-Mosley, Lynn King and Marilyn Lynch gave commanding 
performances as the older women in the play. Aishah Harvey and Shawna Downing 
skillfully brought youth and energy to the stage. Together all of these women were a 
force. The cast’s portrayal of Shephard-Massat’s characters bring to life the real people 
who struggled through similar experiences.  
 Act I begins with three African-American women, Ms. Odessa, Ms. Louise and 
Ms. Delores (Sherri Roulette-Mosley, Lynn King and Aishah Harvey respectively) in the 
changing room of the toy factory where they work. Odessa is passionate and outspoken. 
Louise is more reserved but optimistic. Delores is upbeat and a bit naïve. While changing 
out of their work clothes, they discuss what lies ahead for them. They are about to 
embark on a short journey that could have a long effect on their lives. The Supreme 
Court has just passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which will allow them access to the 
previously “whites-only” lunch counter at the local department store. The women have 
been preparing for this day and are now ready to take on the dangers that could come 
from crossing that line. It is an incredibly hot summer day and the women must take the 
bus to their destination. The bus driver, Palmeroy Bateman (Harvey Williams), greets 
them when they board the bus that will take them to Marsh’s Department Store. As 
they dab the sweat from their brows and fan themselves gently, they continue to 
discuss their apprehension. Palmeroy interjects with his thoughts on the situation. He 
has clearly seen a lot in his days and worries that the women are taking an unnecessary 
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risk simply to prove a point. The women are clearly familiar with Palmeroy, but refuse to 
heed his warnings. They are determined to take a stand that day. As the bus makes its 
way down town, Ms. Grayson (Marilyn Lynch) boards the bus. She is an older white 
woman who is the widow of a Methodist minister. At first Ms. Grayson seems a bit 
oblivious to the uneasiness mounting on the bus as she chatters away about trivial 
issues. Before she leaves the bus Ms. Grayson weighs in. She tells a story from her 
childhood that shows her solidarity with the women. Ms. Grayson is subtly supportive, 
but clearly concerned for the safety of the women. Act I ends with the women standing 
outside of Marsh’s Department Store, ready to make their mark on history.  
 Act II begins with the three women still outside the store. They are hesitant to 
enter the store, aware that the consequences may outweigh what they will gain. They 
are joined by Ms. Ruth (Shawna Downing), who only adds to their anxiety. Ms. Ruth is a 
preacher’s wife with a questionable past. She has made mistakes, but she has turned 
things around and fears that making this social statement could hurt her or her 
husband. The other women encourage her to be a leader for the community and take a 
stand. The women argue and vacillate back and forth between going in or staying out. In 
the end the audience does not see the women enter the store, but they stand at the 
entrance, poised to enter the future with bravery and purpose.  
Truth Stands 
Show Run: February 6, 2015 – February 21, 2015 
  The February 2015 production at the Just Off Broadway theatre, 
produced by the KC MeltingPot Theatre Company, is a family drama centered upon the 
concept of Hip-Hop music and style. Truth Stands, written by area playwright Cynthia 
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Hardeman, is a touching story of a family that has been divided, but finds each other 
again through a shared passion for music. The characters face many struggles and there 
are some heavy themes throughout the play, but Hardeman manages to handle them 
with style and skill. 
  The stage for Truth Stands is split into three scenes. Stage right is the home of JD 
and Popz, stage left, the home of Junebug and Momz, and center stage is the corner 
where Junebug recites his lyrics for money. The sets, designed by Warren Deckert, paint 
a picture of the lives the characters live. JD and Popz live in a modest, but well 
maintained home. The walls are decorated with CD covers, and instruments are placed 
around the room to establish JD’s passion for music. The audience is made aware of 
Junebug and Momz’s poverty by the dilapidated conditions of their home. The furniture 
is bare and worn, and the walls of their home are falling down. The one notable piece in 
the room is a small stereo where the favorite music of Junebug and Momz is played. 
Junebug’s corner is shown to be a pretty sketchy environment. There are boarded-up 
windows plastered with posters for nightclubs and music venues. It is revealed that 
Junebug works his beats outside a strip club run by a dangerous character. Warren 
Deckert’s designs skillfully establish the atmosphere these characters endure. 
 Situated in Deckert’s vivid settings, the play has Cynthia Hardeman’s complex 
characters right at home. Junebug is a teen who has been dealt blow after blow in his 
short life. Faced with a drug-addict mother and an absent father, Junebug has had to 
provide for himself and his mother. He raps on a street for money to help support his 
mother’s drug habit. His mother, Momz, has had a difficult life as well. Before Junebug 
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was born she had a husband and a son who loved her deeply, but her husband could not 
cope with her drug abuse. He left her -- unaware that she was expecting their second 
child -- and took their son to try to give him a better life. Pregnant and alone, Momz was 
left to raise Junebug while battling her addiction. Far from the painful lives of Junebug 
and Momz, both in distance and in experience, live JD and Popz. JD is a college student 
studying to get his law degree at the insistence of his father who wants the very best for 
him. JD has grown up without his mother. Popz has provided a pleasant life for JD, 
working hard to give him all that he can. Popz has instilled a love of music in JD but 
refuses to see JD’s passion for it as more than just a hobby.  
 The play opens on the street corner where Junebug, played by Shawna Downing, 
is “spiting” truth in a rap/lyrical poetry style. Junebug is talented; his words ring true to 
the life he has lived. On this night JD, played by Petey McGee, happens to be in the area 
and hears Junebug’s words. Surprised by the abilities of Junebug, JD stops to listen. They 
strike up a conversation and JD encourages Junebug to get off the streets and focus on 
school; Junebug refuses. JD offers Junebug a sampling of his own music, and leaves 
before Junebug can reject it.  JD returns home excited about what he has heard. He tells 
his father, Popz, played by John (Br. John) Anderson, his news about the talented 
Junebug. Popz is unimpressed and reveals that he can recite the same words as Junebug 
without having ever met him. Popz claims he wrote those words years ago. JD is furious; 
he feels deceived and soon confronts Junebug about his stolen lyrics. They argue over 
the origins of the words and come to the conclusion that they are actually related; they 
are brothers and the lyrics have come from their parents. Both young men, angered by 
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the revelation -- Junebug believing his father was dead, and JD believing his mother was 
-- have just had their worlds flipped upside down.  
 Popz has a disappointing encounter with Momz as he tries to apologize for 
abandoning her and Junebug. Momz, played by Sherri Roulette-Mosley, is high when 
Popz arrives and originally mistakes him for a John. Popz is appalled to discover that 
Momz has been supporting her habit through prostitution.  They argue, but through it 
all Popz realizes how much he still loves her. He leaves her some money and takes off 
again, but this time he vows to help her and Junebug get their lives on track.  
 Frustrated, but hopeful the two young men begin to build a relationship and a 
business partnership around their passion for music. Junebug is reluctant to give his 
father a chance, refusing to believe that Popz didn’t know that he existed. JD is hopeful 
that he can establish a relationship with the mother he thought was dead. As things 
begin to look like they are going to work out for the characters, tragedy strikes. Weak 
and tired of fighting her addiction, Momz overdoses on heroin. Junebug discovers her 
and tries desperately to save his mother. Popz and JD arrive too late, Momz is gone.  
 After Momz’s death, Popz offers Junebug a home with him and JD. Reluctantly 
Junebug begins to build his trust of his newly acquired family. JD and Junebug work to 
create a demo record using Junebug’s lyrics and JD’s beats. Popz shows a real interested 
in Junebug and his talents. JD is jealous of Popz’s belief in Junebug’s abilities. JD feels 
slighted that his father has never fostered his dreams of being a musician even after 
instilling in him such a passion for music. After walking in on JD recording his own lyrics, 
Junebug feels like he is being lied to and that JD doesn’t want him around after all. He 
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runs off to his old home where he contemplates using his mother’s heroin. Popz and JD 
find him and stop him from making a terrible choice. Seeing the love that JD and Popz 
have for him, Junebug decides to reveal his biggest truth. Junebug strips off his baggy 
outer clothing to reveal that he is in fact a young woman. Junebug has been pretending 
to be a boy all his life because Momz thought he would be safer that way. She believed 
that Junebug stood a better chance as a man, who was street tough, than as a woman 
who could be used and mistreated by the world around her. Popz and JD are shocked, 
but are thrilled that Junebug feels like she can finally be free to be herself with them. 
The Taste Test 
Show Run: June 12, 2015 – June 27, 2015 
 On the surface, The Taste Test by Frank Higgins is a play about three women 
working for a leading cola company. These women must navigate through a major 
marketing debacle that seems all too familiar to those of us who lived through the 1985 
“New Coke” fiasco. The company they are working for, King Cola, has come up with a 
plan to try to win back their standings in the cola market. King Cola has been covertly 
conducting blind taste tests of a new formula. The research has indicated that study 
participants preferred the new product over the old and over the leading competitor’s. 
Higgins explores what might have played out between these three powerful women as 
they face the backlash of introducing this new product. 
 “New King” is a resounding failure. Customers are outraged that they can no 
longer get the original King Cola that they know and love. The three women work 
furiously to come up with a solution to appease the masses. Their loyalty and 
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relationships come into question over the entire affair. Was the whole plan a maneuver 
by Mary to help her reach the top, to dethrone Clair from the top of the heap? Was it all 
just a ploy to get customers to realize how much they liked the original King Cola in the 
first place? 
 Two women Mary (Laura Jacobs) and Jewel (Chioma Anyanwu) have been 
friends since they were roommates in college. The play opens on these women 
celebrating their forthcoming graduation the next day. Both women appear to be 
motivated strong women. Jewel dreams of having a successful career as a writer while 
Mary is more interested in being a successful business woman. 
 In the next scene we see that some time has passed and Jewel is preparing for an 
important interview with the CEO of a powerful Cola company, King Cola. Her friend 
Mary works directly under Clair (Marilyn Lynch) and has helped to make this interview 
possible. The cola company is looking to launch a very secretive campaign in order to 
pull ahead of their leading competitor. Clair and Mary have enlisted the help of Jewel to 
create a media blitz to spread the word about “New King”. Jewel understands people 
and can help king cola in their race to be the top cola company. 
 When Jewel and Mary being working together, it seems like an exciting 
possibility. They have been long time friends and now they have the chance to work 
closely together on a special project. Mary’s boss is tough but she knows her stuff and 
has the potential to give Jewel and Mary a leg up in the business world. The women 
have to rely on each other to make it through this monumental upheaval of a trusted 
product. Clair must put her faith and trust in Jewel and Mary, but should she? Jewel is 
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known for her honesty. Clair tests her in her interview to see if she can be trusted, she 
passes. The same may not be true for Mary. She is number two and might be playing 
Clair in an attempt to take over as CEO of King Cola. Mary knows that if Clair’s plan fails 
she can swoop in and pick up the pieces and be the hero. 
 Jewel has to determine where her loyalties lie. Does she follow her long-time 
friend even if it means she might have to compromise her ethics or does she stand by 
who she is, an honest person? When the new product flops, people are outraged that 
King Cola would change their product after all these years. Sales drop even further as 
the public protests the change. Something has to happen, Clair still believes in the new 
product but can’t continue to stand behind it in the face of all the backlash. Mary keeps 
pushing Clair to stick with the plan but Jewel tells her it’s a bad idea. Jewel doesn’t know 
if Mary has done this all on purpose knowing it would fail or if she is just part of the 
biggest corporate blunder of our time. Jewel is caught in the middle and frustrated by 
the dilemma in which she finds herself. 
Old School 
Show Run: August 14, 20115 – August 29, 2014 
 In August of 2015 The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company offered new audiences a 
chance to see a revival of their inaugural production, Old School Ghetto Gospel. For 
many (including myself) this was an exciting opportunity. In 2013 when the MeltingPot 
launched their new company they relied heavily on word of mouth to gain new 
audience members. Word spread quickly, but still many were not able to attend this 
first production. Some only discovered the MeltingPot after the show had wrapped. This 
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revival was also a chance for the MeltingPot to show how they have grown since their 
first production.  
 The timing for the Old School Ghetto Gospel revival was significant to the 
playwright Harvey Williams. He had been watching the social climate of our nation begin 
to change. In the wake of several incidents involving young people of color losing their 
lives at the hands of law enforcement and vigilante neighborhood watchmen, Williams 
decided it was the right time to update and revive his story. Williams made adjustments 
to the script that acknowledged the current events and the need for change, not only by 
law enforcement, but by all those who use violence as a means to solve differences. The 
message in this play is clear, the cycle of violence and crime needs to end somewhere 
and it might as well start with this generation.  
 Numerous changes were made for the revival of Old School Ghetto Gospel. The 
first notable change was in the title. Williams shortened his original title to Old School 
for the revival. Another prominent change was to the set. In the original production the 
set was incredibly basic. The original set had only a simple wall and a few functional 
pieces of furniture. In the revival the set remained simple but was given details that 
really helped to set the scene for the audience, creating a clearer picture of the 
environment the characters were living in.   
  This production of Old School also featured The Recipe – a duo of spoken 
word artists, Theodore “Priest” Hughes and Desmon “3-3-7” Jones –as performers 
between scenes of the play and as part of the cast.  The addition of Priest and 3-3-7 to 
the cast of the show added to the ambiance, giving insight into the environment of the 
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play. Their banter with Old School and Duce revealed more about the characters. The 
witty jokes also added to the humor of the play which kept it light when it needed to be. 
The truth behind the humor helped to send subtle messages about bigger issues faced 
by many who live in similar circumstances as the characters in the play. 
  The 2015 production of Old School featured an entirely new cast. In the 
original production (which I was fortunate enough to see on video since I had missed 
the original run of the show) Harvey Williams portrayed the title character, Old School. 
His performance had been dynamic, humorous, and endearing.  I was uncertain that 
another actor could capture the essence of Old School so thoroughly. Granvile T. O’Neal, 
the actor who portrayed Old School in the revival, was able to capture the essence of 
Old School, while still making the character his own.  O’Neal played Old School with a 
moving sincerity that charmed the audience. 
 The inclusion of Petey McGee as Duce and Aishah Ogbeh (formerly Aishah 
Harvey) as Leslie to the new cast added a gratifying dynamic to the play. McGee and 
Ogbeh have performed together before for the MeltingPot and their interaction is 
always entertaining. They have a powerful chemistry on stage that brings light and 
depth to the characters they portray. McGee’s portrayal of Duce was powerful and 
confident. McGee’s skill as an actor revealed Duce to be a much more complex 
character than was evident in the original production of Old School Ghetto Gospel. 
Ogbeh’s interpretation of Leslie also revealed a more complicated individual. Ogbeh 
gave Leslie so much heart and intensity, that the audience was captivated by her 
performance.  
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 Arthur R. Newton III and Victoria Barbee completed the cast as Detective Martin 
and Ms. Stone, respectively. Newton gave Detective Martin the more weathered feel of 
a detective who had been on the force a long time. Newton played the character a bit 
more abrasively than in the original production making him rather less genial. Barbee’s 
portrayal of Ms. Stone was considerably gentler with the other characters. She 
interpreted Ms. Stone to be more vulnerable and slightly weaker than the portrayal of 
the same character in the original production.  
 Harvey Williams came out to speak with the audience prior to the show. His 
message was that he hoped we all could see ourselves in the characters, to look at the 
story and the struggles and see how we are all alike and face similar battles in our lives. 
Williams’s play revolves around a cast of black characters, but many of the issues they 
face could belong to anyone. Deep down this is a play about a broken family that finds a 
way to begin healing; something anyone can relate to. 
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Conclusion 
 Although KC MeltingPot Theatre began as vehicle to present the work of veteran 
actor and aspiring playwright, Harvey Williams, what emerged was an outlet for local 
artists to showcase their talents. Through KC MeltingPot Theatre, playwrights, actors 
and designers alike have the opportunity to share their gifts with the community that 
they call home. Kansas City is home to many talented theatre artists. Harvey Williams 
recognizes that and has decided it is time to give them a venue to exhibit their work.  
 While there are many opportunities for theatre artists in Kansas City, it is not 
uncommon for local theatres to reach beyond their own community for designers, 
actors and playwrights. Williams feels there are plenty of gifted artists right here in 
Kansas City and that those artists should be working in the community where they live. 
Williams also understands the importance of showcasing new work. Kansas City has a 
large number of skillful playwrights who are in need of a space to debut their work. KC 
MeltingPot Theatre is giving opportunities to playwrights who otherwise might not be 
able to get their plays produced.  
 The productions of new works by The MeltingPot is one way they have met their 
goal of encouraging diversity on and off the stage. These original works by playwrights 
of varied backgrounds feature casts with a wide range of cultural experiences. The 
advantage of a new work is that the audience cannot make a decision about the play 
without seeing it. Williams understands this and uses that novelty to keep audiences 
coming back.  If audience members want to know who they will see on stage they must 
go see the show.  The MeltingPot audience members that return for each new show 
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have come to understand that regardless of what the cast looks like, they can relates to 
the experiences the characters have on stage.    
 From their first meeting over a Jimmy John’s sandwich served on a real plate, to 
their Wang Dang Doodles, The KC MeltingPot Theatre Company has come a long way in 
carving out their niche in the Kansas City theatre community.  
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PRODUCTION LIST CAST AND CREW 
Old School Ghetto Gospel 
Preview: January 31, 2013 
Show Run: February 1, 2013 – February 17, 0213 
Playwright:  Harvey Williams 
Director: Jacqueline L. Gafford 
Stage Manager: Frances Farah 
Lighting Design: Gregory Casparian 
Set Designer:  Tyler Miller, Tymeworks 
Cast: 
Lynn King – Ms. Stone 
Linnaia McKenzie – Leslie 
Tim Burks – Duce 
George Forbes – Detective Martin 
Harvey Williams – Old School 
The Recipe: 
Theodore “Priest” Hughes 
Desmond “3-3-7” Jones 
 
The Session  
Preview: August 22, 2013 
Show Run: August 23, 2013 – September 8, 2013 
Playwright:  Harvey Williams 
Director: Harvey Williams 
Stage Manager: Neil Andes 
Technical Director/Lighting Design: Warren Deckert 
Set Assistant, Tymeworks: Tyler Miller 
Cast: 
Marilyn Lynch – Ms. Hunter 
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Lynn King – Ms. Davis 
Nicole Santorella – Cynthia 
Alexandria Washington – Reatha 
Vanessa Harper – Beth 
Better Angels: 
Mz Angela Roux 
Cheri Woods 
 
JFK – A Ghostly Evening 
Preview: November 21, 2013 
Show Run: November 22, 2013 – December 1, 2013 
Playwright: Scott Myers 
Co-Director: Jacqueline L. Gafford 
Co-Director: Harvey Williams 
Stage Manager: Neil Andes 
Technical Director/Set & Lighting Design: Warren Deckert 
Costume Designer & Properties Coordinator: Nicole Sukolics-Christianson 
Cast: 
Jordan Fox – John F. Kennedy 
Sabrina ‘Brie’ Henderson – Jacqueline Kennedy 
Jerron O’Neal – Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Lynn King – Coretta Scott King 
Tim Burks – Medgar Evers, A Ghost 
Ben Husmann – Bobby Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, J. Edgar Hoover 
Granville O’Neal – A friend of Kansas City council member Bruce R. Watkins 
 
White Sangria 
Preview: May 1, 2014 
Show Run: May 2, 2014 – May 18, 2014 
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Playwright: Arika Larson 
Director: Harvey Williams 
Production Stage Manager: Melissa E. Koerner 
Relief Stage Manager: Danelle Drury 
Technical Director/Set & Lighting Design: Warren Deckert 
Cast: 
Jonathon Engle – Ben Bourbina 
Sabrina ‘Brie’ Henderson – Marla Bourbina 
Melody Butler – Susan Hardin 
Coleman Crenshaw – John Martin 
 
The Frowning Vajayjays of Shady Pines 
Preview: March 20, 2014 
Show Run: March 21, 2014 – April 6, 2014 
Playwright:  Vicki Vodrey 
Director: Harvey Williams 
Assistant Director: Michelle T. Johnson 
Stage Manager: Melissa E. Koerner 
Technical Director/Lighting Design: Warren Deckert 
Cast: 
Nancy Marcy – Marilyn 
Sherri Roulette-Mosley – Bertie 
Petra Allen – Lila 
Cindy Siefers – Peggy 
Jeff Smith – Jeff 
 
Echoes of Octavia 
Preview: August 7, 2014 
Show Run: August 8, 2014 – August 24, 2014 
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Playwright:  Michelle T. Johnson 
Director: Harvey Williams 
Assistant Director: Lynn King 
Stage Manager: Melissa E. Koerner 
Technical Director/Lighting Design: Warren Deckert 
Cast: 
Aishah Harvey – Zora 
Granville T. O’Neal – Roscoe 
Sherrie Roulette-Mosley – Nelly 
Petey McGee – Milo 
Alisha Espinosa – Jessie 
Donovan McClendon – Professor Lane 
 
Waiting To Be Invited 
Show Run: January 16, 2015 – January 31, 2015 
Playwright:  S. M. Shephard-Massat 
Director/technical director: Warren Deckert 
Stage Manager/ Dramaturg: Melissa Koerner-Fritzinger 
Costumes/Props: Gary Campbell 
Cast: 
Sherri Roulette-Mosley – Ms. Odessa 
Lynn King – Ms. Louise 
Aishah Harvey – Ms. Deloris 
Shawna Downing – Ms. Ruth 
Marilyn Lynch – Mrs. Grayson 
Harvey Williams – Palmeroy Bateman 
 
Truth Stands 
Show Run: February 6, 2015 – February 21, 2015 
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Playwright:  Cynthia Hardeman 
Director: Jacqueline L. Gafford 
Stage Manager: Melissa E. Koerner 
Technical Director/Designer: Warren Deckert 
Cast: 
Shawna Downing – Junebug 
Petey McGee – JD 
John (Br. John) Anderson – Popz 
Sherri Roulette-Mosley – Momz 
Victoria Barbee – Momz Understudy 
 
The Taste Test 
Show Run: June 12, 2015 – June 27, 2015 
Playwright:  Frank Higgins 
Director/Designer: Warren Deckert 
Production Stage Manager: Melissa E. Koerner 
Stage Manager: Alex Murphy 
Costume Designer: Atif Rome 
Cast: 
Marilyn Lynch – Clair 
Laura Jacobs – Mary 
Chioma Anyanwu – Jewel 
 
Old School 
Show Run: August 14, 20115 – August 29, 2014 
Playwright:  Harvey Williams 
Director: Harvey Williams 
Stage Manager: Matthew Henrickson 
Technical Director: Warren Deckert 
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Sound and Music: Danelle Drury 
Musician/Producer/DJ: Dishaun Phillips 
Production Assistant, Promotion and Graphics: Cynthia Hardeman 
Cast: 
Petey McGee – Duce 
Aishah Ogbeh – Leslie 
Granville T. O’Neal – Old School 
Arthur R. Newton III – Detective Martin 
Victoria Barbee – Ms. Stone 
The Recipe: 
Theodore “Priest” Hughes 
Desmond “3-3-7” Jones 
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Vita 
 Lori Kay Manherz was born on February 13, 1980, in Caney, Kansas. She moved 
with her family to Holton, Kansas in 1985 and in 1990 they moved to Kansas City, 
Kansas. Kay graduated from Sumner Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1998 and began to 
take classes at Emporia State University that fall.   
 In 2002 she became the mother of twins and put her education on hold. Kay 
returned to her education in 2005 at the Kansas City Kansas Community College. While 
she attended the community college she became involved in the theatre program there 
where she acted, directed, and wrote a one-act play that was produced for the 2007 
Student One-Act Play Festival. Kay graduated from the Kansas City Kansas Community 
College in 2008 and continued her studies at Park University. She transferred to Ottawa 
University where she completed her B. A. in Communication in 2011.  
 In 2012 Kay was accepted into the Masters of Arts in Theatre program at the 
University of Missouri Kansas City. She accepted a GTA position with UMKC to teach 
Foundations of Theatre. Kay served as dramaturg for Seven Guitars at UMKC and 
directed Harvey at KCKCC. Upon completion of her degree from UMKC, Kay plans to 
pursue a career in theatre education. 
 
